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The basement foundation walls continue to be formed and poured,
electrical utilities relocation and soil corrections are nearly complete,
and sequence 1 utilities are underway. Main level foundations and CMU
for south elevator and stairwell will be starting soon. We continue to
push hard while the weather is warm!

Temporary Light:
Portable light towers have been set up
near the lower level to provide
temporary light. Since the sun is setting
earlier and it gets dark sooner, these
lights will allow for quality work to
still be done as the sun goes down.
These light towers also add a safety
aspect to the project.

Project Countdown: 83 Weeks to Certificate of Occupancy
      

Issue 04

Fall Driving Tips
During this time of year,
the temperatures begin
dropping and leaves
begin falling. These
changing conditions
can cause hazards
while driving such as:

-Poor Visibility due to
falling leaves, rain, or
fog. 
- Wet leaves can cause
slippery conditions.
Keep a safe distance
from the car in front
of you to prevent a
collision.
-Morning frost is
coming and it will soon
be necessary to scrape
your car windows in the
morning. The frost may
also create slippery
conditions on the
roadway.
- Children enjoy playing
in piles of leaves. Use
caution when driving
near piles of leaves.
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-Sequence 1 utilities:      
 storm and sanitary         
 sewer
- Main Level
Foundations
- Backfill lower Level
Foundation Walls
- CMU Masonry
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Groundbreaking Ceremony
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Click here to view the construction website!

Weekly progress photos are taken
in structionSite using a 360
camera and can be viewed HERE.
This gives a good view on how
construction has progressed on
a week by week basis.

Sand Stockpile

https://business.und.edu/nistler-building-campaign/index.html
https://app.structionsite.com/vp/a1e40f47-2335-405c-b825-032e7ba912dd

